Frank Thompson both hosted and gave our November presentation. Frank, who has done woodworking for the past l8 or so
years, specializes in doors at his shop (two shops in fact) in
Topsey, at the Frank Thompson Studio. We began by learning
about door construction. His doors provide the remarkable and
beautiful entrances to many fine homes in the Lake Area.
Frank likes to use old wood because if it is going to
warp or bend, it likely has done so already. Frank uses cypress
when possible, especially old cypress he gets from various suppliers and sources such as old barnes. Using tendon and mortisejoinery Frank uses the best boards he can from a selection
after triming to size. He finds that Titebond II glue works very
well in his door construction. He custom cuts all of the mullins
and other wood parts of the doors but does not finish them,
leaving this to the end user. Frank hangs the custom doors himself, finding that this insures that this is best fit and longevity
for the end user.
Frank's seperate glass shop is where all of the creative work takes place. Members who attended this meeting
where very impressed with the sample doors and other glass
work Frank has done over the years. He also teaches his craft at
ldcNeese through their lreisure Learnirrg prograrrr. Cver the
years, Frank has taught about 350 students an appreciation of
what it takes to do art glaizing.
The design is the critical part of art glazing. Once the
pattern is established, you cut glass to the pattern and begin
assembly using the pattern to lay out the pieces. Several as_
sembly techniques are available such as leaded wrap and cop_
per wrap. Leading uses a lead-based wrapping product available at hobby shops for this purpose. Simply cut the leading to
size, assemble the pieces and solder together. The outside wrap
for leaded wrap is a Zinc-based product. Copper wrap is very
similar and the technique is basically the same. To get a complete copper look however (the solder coveres the copper wrap
and is silver colored), you need to use a copper patina available
from stained glass suppliers.
Frank also does fused glass where he fuses different
colored float glasses together to get interesting effects. He also
uses powered glass ofdifferent colors and paints a design onto
the base glass before firing in a computerized kiln. plus, his
glass beveling machine allows him to create facetted designs
in doors and windows as well.
Those members who took a tour of Fran.k's home af_
terward got a treat. He built the house several years ago from
some 3,000 board feet of oak he traded with Lynn Bodie. In_
side it's like you are in a fine piece of furniture with oak floors,
walls and ceiling.
Frank's designs show a dedication to quality work_
manship. He prices the doors and stained glass work at $ 125.00
per square foot. His website.is at www.frankthompson.com.
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It is that time of year when we must all pay a little. The LC
Woodworkers need to collect the dues for the year 2000. It is
only $20 per year for a family membership (you can bring all
of your relatives to a meeting!). For 920, you get l2 informative meetings where you can hear and see interesting things,
meet smart, talented people who know a great deal about wood,
show off your own work and more. You also get 12 issues of
the Woodworkers Newsletter and a great time at our annual
barbeque. Your paid up membership also entitles you to get
substantial discounts at area hardware, paint and wood suppliers. Give Dick Hopes your check payable to the LC Woodworkers Club at the December meeting or mail it to him:
LC Woodworkers Club, Inc., 1139 Green Road, Lake
Charles, LA 70611.
ABOUT OUR DECEMBER SPEAKERS

You are the speakers and presenters at the annual
Christmas Show and Tell! Bring your projects (or
photos), designs, ideas, tips and tricks to the Christrnes Shcw & Tell. We'll. gc srclrnC the grcup anC get
great ideas for the Millenium! Our spouses can join
us or have their own meeting with goodies and treats
for all. We'll collect the final batch of toys you,ve
made to be presented to the Lake Charles Women,s
Shelter.
FOR SALE

Member Steve McCorquodale, 449 McCorquodale
Road, Longville, LA (337-725-68j4) has several
loads of newly kiln-dried wood available for sale: 4/
4 Southern Red Oak, FAS & #1 Common;6,, - 12,,;
plenty of Cedar; some Wild Cherry; and,, clear 414 x
12" White Pine. He'll be out of town begining the
11th of December, so call him before that if you need
any of this lumber.
December 1lth, Saturday, 9:00 a.m.
Show & Tell, Christmas Toy Turn-in,
Nemo Robinson's Shop, 708 Dolby, LC
See Map on back.
Januray Sth, Saturday, 9:00 a.m.
Sandblasted Wood Signs and Surfaces il
Wes Guidry, Calcasieu public Library
Feburary 12th, Saturday, g:00 a.m. TBA
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TIPS OFTHEMONTH
IFromWood Magazine]
Triangular blocks often
slip when clamping
mitered corners.

stopblock to the fence so that it's the exact finished length of
the pieces away from the blade. Open the gate, position the
workpiece against the stopblock, and make the first crosscut.
Then, close the gate, flip the workpiece end for end, and make
the final cut. The movable, hinged end gate of this stopblock
works on either side of a radial-arm or tablesaw blade.

TIP: Doublecarpet
tape will
faced
come to the rescue again!
Alayer of tape on one surface of a triangular block

makes a world of difference when clamping mitered corners. After the
glue has dried, save the blocks, and reuse them on your next
project. (Stay away from thin double-faced tapes that don't have
a lot of sticking power.).

.

MAKE FAST WORK OF LAMINATING

Applying plastic laminate to two faces of a cabinet door, shelf,
or other stock eats up a lot of your time when you do one side
first, then wait for it to dry before covering the second side.
TIP: You can apply the
laminate to both sides almost si-

multaneously. First, drive brads
or small finishing nails into the

corners ol' the stock where
shown. Apply contact cement to
this side, and then turn over the

stock so the nails support it.
Now, apply contact cement to the
other face and to the two pieces

of slightly oversized laminate.
Allow the cement to dry until tacky, and place the first piece of
laminate on the side without nails. Flip the stock over, pull out
the nails with pliers, and carefully lay the second sheet of laminate into position. Allow the cement to cure, and use a router
with a flush-trim bit to route the edges of the laminate flush
with the center piece of stock.
ROLLS-ROYCE STOPBLOCK

n stopblock comes in
rndy when you want
cut several pieces to
e same exact length.
rt you usually have
move the stopblock
,d

flip the stock to en-

re that both ends of
piece being cut are

e

uared.

TIP: With the hinged gate closed, position and clamp the

GLUE STRENGTH
IFrom Augusthome]
The short answer to glue strength is that done properly, a "glueonly" joint is stronger than one with dowels or biscuits. Maybe
the short answer isn't really enough...
Cerlain types ofjoinery can benefit (and be strengthened) by adding mechanical reinforcements. For example, endgrainjoints require mechanical aid to provide a good glue surface.

But with edge to edge joints, biscuits, dowels, or
splines may actually weaken the joint if they are not
mounted with great care. (However, it's worth noting that when

I'm working alone

I

often use biscuits to help align, not

strengthen, the mating surfaces of a panel during glue-up.)
How yellow glue works: Alot of people think yellow
the molglue gets its strength from "mechanical adhesion"
ecules of the glue penetrate the pores of the wood and form
little "hooks" that hold the wood together like a strip of Velcro.
True, some of the glue does penetrate the wood fibers. But
yellow glue gets most of its strength from "specific adhesion."
fhis creates a bond between the glue and wood molecules
a thin layer on one piece of wood sticks to a thin layer on the
mating piece. (To get an idea of what's going on, put a drop of
water between two flat pieces of glass
then try to get them
apart.)
Preparation ofthe edges is the key. Ifthe edges ofthe
wood have been properly prepared, the result will be a bond
that's actually stronger than the wood. When a properly gluedup edgejoint breaks, it breaks the wood, not the glue line. So
what's the secret to a strong glue joint? Three things. First, the
mating surfaces must be as flat as possible (almost like glass).
Second, the glue must be applied consistently and evenly. Any
intemrption to the glue line will weaken the bond. And third,
when clamping the joint, there should be even clamping pressure along the joint line
enough pressure to cause the glue
to flow into a dense film inside the joint. And enough so you
see small beads (not gobs) of glue squeezing out along the

joint line.
WHY END-GRAIN BURNS

It

has happened to all of us. You're routing a decorative edge
or a round-over on a panel. When you rout with the grain on
the sides of the panel everything is fine. But when you rout
across the end grain, it looks like your whole project is about
to go up in smoke.
Wood burns when it gets too hot (no surprise there),
and heat is caused by friction between a cutting tool like a
router bit or saw blade and the fibers in the wood. There are
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several things you can do to reduce the chance ofburning.
First, always cut with a clean cutting edge ---: a cutting edge that's free from pitch (gum) which can increase friction and cause a hotter cut. And the cutter should be sharp. A
sharp cutting edge slices the wood fibers, but a dull edge
mangles the fibers.
Another thing you can do to avoid burning is to feed
the workpiece faster across the cutter. But wait
you might
think a slow rate would produce a cleaner cut. Maybe
so. But
there's a difference between a cut that feels clean and a cut that
looks clean (with no burning).
When you feed a workpiece into a cutter at a slow
rate, the cutter is making more cuts in the same spot on the
board (more than it would at a faster feed rate). This produces a
great deal of heat because the cutter isn't just cutting
now it
- be to
rubbing or burnishing the wood. Another solution would
reduce the speed of the cutter. By slowing down the cutter, the
amount of tool-to-wood contact is reduced. So, like moving
the wpod through the cutter faster, there's less heat produced
andless chance ofburning. Woodnet

to apply. (Oil finishes include natural oils, such as linseed or
tung oils, oiUvarnish blends, wiping varnishes, and polymer-

NON-TOXIC CUTTING BOARD FINISH

FIGURING BOARD FEET

It's often asked what type of finish to use on cutting boards,

Unlike softwoods, which are sold in standardized dimensions,
hardwoods are sold in random widths and lengths. So to tell

wooden spoons, and toys for children. The easiest answer is to
suggest one that's sold as "non-toxic." But this implies that other
finishes are harmful, and this isn't necessarily true.
Most of the obviously harmful solvents evaporate as
finishes sure. So are finishes reaily dangerous? Once they've
cured completely, most may be safe
but they may not be. To
- approved for human
be on the safe side, you can use a finish

consumption, like mineral oil or walnut oil.
Here is my "Custom Finish for Cutting Boards." In
developing this finish, I was looking for two things: the penetration of an oil and the shine of a wax. So I made up an oilwax finish. It's not a complicated formula, and it's not a scientific process. Roughly ten parts mineral oil to one part paraffin

ized (Watco) oils.) But the downside is they often require regular maintenance. An oil finish leaves a thinner layer of protection than most other finishes. That's not to say that oil finishes
don't protect the wood at all. It just that it doesn't take much to
wear them down.
Fortunately, oils are easy to maintain. Just add a fresh
coat. You don't need to strip or sand the old finish. You don't
even need the exact same finish. Almost any "oil" finish will
do. First, give the piece a gentle cleaning with mineral spirits
and fine steel wool. This not only takes care of the dirt, it also
removes any wax or furniture polishes on the wood. If there are
any small scratches, a fresh coat of oil usually hides them. The
scratch is still there, it's just blended in. Of course dents and
gouges will require a little more attention.
After cleaning, wipe on a fresh coat of oil. Just brush
or wipe a heavy coat on the project. Let it sit a few minutes,
making sure the surface stays wet the whole time. Then wipe
off the excess and let it cure overnight. Barry Humphus

how much wood hardwood boards contain, they are measured
in board feet. "Board Feet" is a volume measurement. One board
foot equals 144 cubic inches.
Otlen, a board foot is illustrated as a board 1"-thick x
12"-wide x 12"-long, but you'll rarely find lumber in those dimensions. Any board containing a total of 144 cubic inches of
wood equals one board foo, regardless ofits proportions.
To calculate the number of board feet in a piece of

lumber, multiply the board's thickness by its width, then its
length, all in inches. Then divide by 144: (thickness x width x
length)1144. For example, a 1" x 9" x 96"-long board equals
six board feet (1x9x96=8641144=6). Ifthis board were l-112"thick, it would contain 9 board feet (1.5x9x96=12961144=9).
For these pufposes, a 314"-thick board is considered
to be a full inch thick. Thinner stock is not typically described
in board feet. Also, hardwood thickness is expressed differently
than softwood
quarters of an inch. A4l4 (say "four-quar- in
ter") board is 1"-thick. Al-112"-thick board is expressed as 6/
4. This often reflects the rough-sawn thickness. Surfaced lumber will be slightly thinner. Wood Tips

wax. That's it.
You mix a batch by filling a coffee cup about half full
of mineral oil. Then scrap shavings into the cup from a block
ofparaffin wax (ust like carving a bar of soap). To dissolve
the shavings, you simply put the cup in the warmest spot I could
think of
the sunny
of a car. A pan of hot water
- same thing.dashboard
will do the
Just stay away from open flames
paraffin is a petroleum distillate and potentially flammable. About fifteen minutes, the wax shavings will dissolve
and the finish is ready to be applied. You immediately wipe it
AMESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
on a cutting board that had been sanded up to 220-gdt. The
next day, the board is ready to be used. Just buffed it up with a The Lake Charles Woodworkers Club Board
of Directors wishes
soft cloth.
you and your family a safe and happy holiday. The Board also
I've also been using oil finishes formany years, mostly wishes to thank each and every member for participating
in
Watco and similar products on surfaces not designed for food this year's programs and activities.
or children. The problem was that the finish looks great when it
Bob Patin has been in the hospital with some heart
first goes on, but after a while, it looks worn and dull. What can problems. Let's all wish him a speedy recovery.
you do to restore the finish, or at least brighten it up?
Board
The real advantage to oil finishes is that they're easy -The
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